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fruit walls, which show here and there, among 
the nectarines, the vestiges of an old cloister 
arch or sbaft, and looking in front on the 
cathedral square itself, laid out in rigid divi
sions of smooth grass and gravel walk, yet not 
uncheerful, especially on the sunny side where 
the canons' children are walking with their 
nurserymaids. And so, taking care not to 
tread on the grass, we will go along the straigbt 
walk to the west front, and there stand for a 
time, looking up at its deep-pointed porches 
and the dark places between their pillars 
where there were statues once, and where the 
fragments, here and there, of a stately figure 
are still left, which has in it the likeness of a 
king, perhaps indeed a king on earth, perhaps 
a saintly king long ago in heaven; and so, 
higher and higher up to the great mouldering 
wali of rugged sculpture and confused arcades, 
shattered, and gray, and grisly with heads of 
dragons and mocking fiends, wom by the rain 
and swirling winds into yet unse~mlier shape, 
and coloured on their stony scales by the decp 
russet-orange lichen, melancholy gold¡ and 
so, higher still, to the bleak towers, so far 
above that the eye loses itself among the 
bosses of their traceries, though they are rude 
and strong, and only sees, like a drift of eddy
ing black points, now closing, now scattering, 
and now settling suddenly into invisible places 
among the bosses and flowers, the crowd of 
restless birds that fil! the whole sq uare with 
that strange clangour of theirs, so harsh and 
yet so soothing, like the críes of birds on a 
solitary coast between the cliffs and sea. 

§ XI. Think for a little while of tbat scene, 
and the meaning of ali its small formalisms, 
mixed with its serene sublimity. Estimate its 
secluded, continuous, drowsy felicities, and 
its evidence of the sense and steady perform
ance of such kind of duties as can be regu
lated by the cathedral clock; and weigh the 
influence of those ark towers on ali who have 
passed through the lonely square at their feet 
for centuries, and on all who bave seen tbem 
rising far away over the wooded plain, or 
catching on their square masses the last rays 
of tbe sunset, when the city at their feet was 
indicated only by the mist at the bend of the 
river. And then Jet us quickly recollect that 
we are in Venice, and land at the extremity of 
the Calle Lunga San Mois~, which may be 
considered as there answering to the secluded 
strect tbat led us to our English cathedral 
gateway. 

§ XII. We find ourselves in a paved alley, 

sorne seven feet wide where it is widest, full 
of people, and resonant with crics of itinerant 
salesmen - a shriek in their beginning, and 
dying away into a kind of brazen ringing, ali 
the worse far its confmement between the high 
houses of the passage along which we have 
to make our way. Over-head an inextricable 
confusion of rugged shutters, and iron balconies 
and chimney flues pushed out on brackets to 
save room, and arched windows with project· 
ing sills of Istrian stone, and gleams of green 
leaves here and there where a fig-tree branch 
escapes over a lower wall from some inner 
cortile, Jeading the eye up to the narrow 
stream of blue sky high over all. On each 
side, a row of shops, as densely set as may 
be, occupying, in fact, intervals between the 
square stone shafts, about eight feet high, 
which carry the first floors: intervals of which 
one is narrow and serves as a <loor¡ the other 
is, in the more respectable shops, wainscotted 
to the height of the counter and glazed above, 
but in those of the poorer tradesmen left open 
to the ground, and the wares laid on benches 
and tables in the open air, the light in ali 
cases entering at the front only, and fading 
away in a few feet from the threshold into a 
gloom which the eye from without eannot 
penetrate, but which is generaliy broken by a 
ray or two from a feeble lamp at the back 
of the shop, suspended befare a print of the 
Virgin. The less pious shopkeeper sometimes 
leaves bis lamp unlighted, and is contented 
with a penny print; the more religious one has 
his print coloured and set in a little shrine with 
a gilded or figured fringe, with perhaps a 
faded flower or two on each side, and bis 
Jamp burning brilliantly. Here at the fruiterer's, 
where the dark-green water-melons are heaped 
upon the counter like cannon halls, the Ma
donna has a tabernacle of fresh laurel leaves¡ 
but the pewterer next <loor has Jet his lamp 
out, and there is nothing to be seen in bis shop 
but the dull gleam of the studded patterns on 
the copper pans, hanging from bis roof in the 
darkncss. Next comes a "Vendita Frittole e 
Liquori," where the Virgin, enthroned in a 
very humble manner beside a tallow candle 
on a back shelf, presides over certain ambro
sial morsels of a nature too ambiguous to 
be defined or enumerated. But a few steps 
farther on, at the regular wine-shop of the 
calle, where we are offered "Vino Nostrani a 
Soldi 28.32," the Madonna is in great glory, 
enthroned above ten or a dozen large red 
casks of three-year-old vintage, and flanked 
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by goodly ranks of bottles of Maraschino, 
and two crimson lamps; and for the evening, 
when the gondoliers will come to drink out, 
under her auspices, the money they have 
gained during the day, she will have a whole 
chandelier. 

§ XIII. A yard or two farther, we pass the 
hostelry of the Black Eagle, and, glancing as 
we pass through the square door of marble, 
deeply moulded, in the outer wall, we see the 
shadows of its pergola of vines resting on an 
ancient well, with a pointed shield carved on 
its side; and so presently emerge on the bridge 
and Campo San Mois~, whence to the en
trance into St. Mark's Place, ealled the Bocea 
di Piazza (mouth of the square), the Vene
tian character is ncarly destroyed, first by the 
frightful f~ade of San Moise, which we will 
pause at another time to examine, and then 
by the modernising of the shops as they near 
the piazza, and the mingling with the lower 
Venetian populace of lounging groups of Eng
lish and Austrians. We will push fast through 
them into the shadow of the pillars at the end 
of the "Bocea di Piazza, " and then we farget 
them all; for between those pillars there opens 
a great light, and, in the midst of it, as we 
advance slowly, the vast tower of St. Mark 
seems to lift itself visibly forth from the leve! 
field of chequered stones; and, on each side, 
the countless arches prolong themselves into 
ranged symmetry, as ü the rugged and irregular 
houses that pressed together above us in the 
dark alley had been struck back into sudden 
obedience and lovely order, and ali their rude 
casements and broken walls had been trans
formed into arches charged with goodly sculp
ture, and fluted shafts of delicate stone. 

§ XIV. And well may they fall back, for 
beyond those troops of ordered arches there 
rises a vision out of the carth, and all the great 
square seems to have opened from it in a 
kind of awe, that we may see it far away- a 
multitude of pillars and white domes, clustered 
into a long low pyramid of coloured light¡ a 
treasure-heap, it seems, partly of gold, and 
partly of opal and mother-of-pearl, hollowed 
bcneath into five great vaulted porches, ceiled 
with fair mosaic, and beset with sculpture of 
alabaster, clear as amber and delieate as 
ivory-sculpture fantastic and involved, of 
pairo )caves and lilies, and grapes and pome
granates, and birds clinging and fluttering 
among the branches, ali twined together into 
an endless network of buds and plumes¡ and, 
in the midst of it, the solemn farms of angels, 

sceptred, and robed to the feet, and leaning to 
each other across the gates, their figures in
distinct among the gleaming of the golden 
ground through the leaves beside them, inter
rupted and dim, like the morning light as it 
faded back among the branches of Eden, 
when first its gates were angel-guarded long 
ago. And round the walls of the porches 
there are set pillars of variegated stones, 
jasper and porphyry, and deep-green serpen
tine spotted with flakes of snow, and marbles, 
that half refuse and half yield to the sunshine, 
Cleopatra-like, "their bluest veins to kiss" -
the shadow, as it steals back from them, re
vealing line after line of azure undulation, as 
a receding tide leaves the waved sand; their 
eapitals rich with interwoven tracery, roored 
knots of herbage, and drifting !caves of acan
thus and vine, and mystical signs, ali beginning 
and ending in the Cross; and above them, in 
the broad archivolts, a continuous chain of 
language and of life - angels, and the signs of 
heaven, and the labours of men, each in its 
appointed season upon the earth; and above 
these, another range of glittering pinnacles, 
mixed with white arches edged with scarlet 
flowers - a confusion of delight, amidst which 
the breasts of the Greek horses are seen blaz
ing in their breadth of golden strength, and 
the St. Mark's Lion, lifted on a blue field cov
ered with stars, until at last, as if in ecstasy, 
the crests of the arches break into a marble 
foam, and toss themselves far into the blue 
sky in flashes and wreaths of sculptured spray, 
as if the breakers on the Lido shore had been 
frost-bound befare they fell, and the sea
nymphs had inlaid them with coral and 
amethyst. 

Between that grim cathedral of England 
and this, what an interval ! There is a type 
of it in the very birds that haunt them¡ for, 
instead of the restless crowd, hoarse-voiccd 
and sable-winged, drifting on the bleak upper 
air, the St. Mark's porches are full of doves, 
that nestle among the marble foliage, and 
mingle the soft iridescence of their living 
plumes, changing at every motion, with the 
tints, hardly less lovely, that have stood un
changed for seven hundred years. 

§ XV. And what effect has this splendour 
on those who pass beneath it? You may 
walk from sunrise to sunset, to and fro, before 
the gateway of St. Mark's, and you will not 
see an eye lifted to it, nor a countenance 
brightened by it. Priest and layman, soldier 
and civilian, rich and poor, pass by it alike 
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regardlessly. Up to the very recesses of the 
porches, the meanest tradesmen of the city 
push their counters; nay, the foundations of 
its pillars are themselves the seats - not "of 
them that sell doves" for sacrifice, but of the 
vendors of toys and caricatures. Round the 
whole square in front of the church there is 
almost a continuous line of caf~, where the 
idle Venetians of the middle classes lounge, 
and read empty journals; in its centre the 
Austrian bands play during the time of vespers, 
their martial music jarring with the organ 
notes - the march drowning the miserere, 
and the sullen crowd thick.ening round them -
a crowd, which, if it had its will, would stiletto 
every soldier that pipes to it. And in the 
recesses of the porches, ali day long, knots of 
roen of the lowest classes, unemployed and 
listless, lie basking in the sun like lizards ¡ 
and unregarded children - every heavy glance 
of their young eyes full of desperation and 
stony depravity, and their throats hoarse with 
cursing - gamble, and fight, and snarl, and 
sleep, hour after hour, clashing their bruised 
centesimi upon the marble Jedges of the 
church porch. And the images of Christ and 
His angels look down upon it continually. 

CHAP. V 

BYZANTINE FALACES 

§ XXX. Such, then, was that first and 
fairest Venice which rose out of tbe barren
ness of the lagoon, and the sorrow of her 
people; a city of graceful arcades and gleam
ing walls, veined with azure and warm with 
gold, and fretted with white sculpture like 
frost upon forest branches turned to marble. 
And yet, in this beauty of her youth, she was 
no city of thoughtless pleasure. There was 
still a sadness of heart upon her, and a depth 
of devotion, in which lay ali her strength. I 
do not insist upon the probable religious sig
nification of many of the sculptures which are 
now difficult of interpretation ¡ but the temper 
which made the cross the principal ornament 
of every building is not to be misunderstood, 
nor can we fail to perccive, in many of thc 
minor sculptural subjects, meanings perfectly 
familiar to the mind of early Christianity. 
The peacock, used in prefercnce to evcry 
other bird, is the well-known symbol of the 
resurrection ¡ and, when drinking from a 
fountain or from a font, is, I doubt not,"also a 
type of the new life received in faithful bap-

tism. The vine, used in preference to ali 
other trees, was equally recognised as, in ali 
cases, a type either of Christ Himself or of 
those who were in a state of visible or pro
fessed union with Him. The dove, at its foot, 
represents the coming of the Cornforter; and 
even the groups of contending animals had, 
probably, a distinct and universally appre
hended reference to the powers of evil. But I 
lay no stress on these more occult meanings. 
The principal circumstance which marks the 
seriousness of the early Venetian mind is per
haps the last in which the reader would sup
pose it was traceable - that love of bright 
and pure colour which, in a modified forro, 
was afterwards the root of all the triumph of 
the Venetian schools of painting, but which, 
in its utmost simplicity, was characteristic of 
the Byzantine period only¡ and of which, 
therefore, in the close of our review of that 
period, it will be well that we sbould truly 
estímate the significance. Tbe fact is, we 
none of us enough appreciate the nobleness 
and sacredness of colour. Nothing is more 
common than to hear it spoken of as a sub
ordinate beauty - nay, even as the mere 
source of a sensual pleasure; and we might 
almost believe that we were daily among roen 
who 

Could strip, Cor aught the prospect yields 
To them, their verdure from the fields ; 
And take the radiance from the clouds 
With which the sun his setting shrouds. 

But it is not so. Such expressions are used 
for the most part in thoughtlessness; and if 
the speakers would only take the pains to 
imagine what the world and tbeir own exist
ence would become, if the blue were taken 
from the sky, and the gold from the sunshine, 
and the verdure from the leaves, and tbe 
crimson from the blood wbich is the life of 
man, tbe flush from the cbeek, the darkness 
from the eye, the radiance from the hair - if 
they could but see, for an instant, white human 
creatures living in a white world - they would 
soon feel what tbey owe to colour. The fact 
is, that, of ali God's gifts to the sight of man, 
colour is the holiest, the most divine, the most 
solemn. We speak rashly of gay colour and 
sad colour, for colour cannot at once be good 
and gay. Ali good colour is in sorne degree 
pensive, the loveliest is melancholy, and the 
purest and most tboughtful minds are those 
whicb love colour the most. 
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§ XXXI. I know that this will sound 
strange in many ears, and will be cspecially 
startling to those who have considered the 
subject chiefly with reference to painting¡ 
for the great Venetian schools of colour are 
not usually understood to be either pure or 
pensive, and the idea of its preemincnce is 
associated in nearly every mind with the 
coarseness of Rubens, and the sensualities of 
Correggio and Titian. But a more compre
bensive view of art will soon correct this im
pression. It will be discovered, in tbe first 
place, that tbe more faithful and eamcst the 
religion of the painter, the more pure and prev
alent is the system of bis colour. It will be 
found, in the second place, that where colour 
becomes a primal intention with a painter 
othenvise mean or sensual, it instantly elevates 
him, and becomes the one sacred and saving 
elemcnt in his work. The very depth of the 
stoop to which tbe Venetian painters and 
Rubens sometimes condescend, is a conse
quence of thcir feeling confidence in the power 
of thcir colour to keep them from falling. 
They hold on by it, as by a chain let down 
from heaven, with one band, though they may 
sometimes seem to gather dust and ashes 
with the othcr. And, in tbe last place, it 
will be found that so surely as a painter is irre
ligious, thoughtless, or obscene in disposition, 
so surely is bis colouring cold, gloomy, and 
valueless. The opposite poles of art in tbis 
respect are Fra Angelico and Salvator Rosa; 
of whom the one was a man who smiled 
seldom, wcpt often, prayed constantly, and 
nevcr harboured an impure thought. Ilis pic
tures are simply so many pieces of jewellery, 
the colours of the draperies being perfectly 
purc, as various as those of a painted window, 
chastened only by paleness and relieved upon 
a gold ground. Salvator was a dissipat~d 
jester and satirist, a man who spent his bfe 
in masquing and revelry. But bis picturcs are 
full of horror, and their colour is for the most 
part gloomy gray. Truly it would seem as if art 
had so much of eternity in it, that it must take 
its dye from the close ratber than the course of 
life: "In such laughter the heart oí man is sor· 
rowful, and the end of that mirtb is heavincss." 

§ XXXII. These are no singular instances. 
I know no law more severely without excep
tion than this of the connection of pure colour 
with profound and noble thought. The late 
Flemish pictures, shallow in conception and 
obscene in subject, are always sober in colour. 
But the early religious painting of the Flemings 

is as brilliant in bue as it is boly in thought. 
The Bellinis, Francias, Peruginos painted in 
crimson, and blue, and gold. Tbe Caraccis, 
Guidos, and Rembrandts in brown and gray. 
Tbe builders of our great cathedrals veiled 
their casements and wrapped their pillars witb 
one robe of purple splendour. The builders 
of the luxurious Renaissance left their palaces 
fi.lled only with cold white light, and in tbe 
paleness of their native stone. 

§ XXXIII. Nor does it seem difficult to 
discern a noble reason for this universal law. 
In that heavenly circle which binds the statutes 
of colour upon the front of the sky, when it 
became the sign of the covenant of peace, tbe 
pure bues of divided light were sanctified to 
the human heart forever; nor tbis, it would 
seem, by mere arbitrary appointment, but in 
consequence of the fore-ordained and mar
vellous constitution of those bues into a seven
fold, or, more strictly still, a threefold order, 
typical of the Divine nature itself. Observe 
also, tbe name Shem, or Splendour, given to 
that son of Noah in whom tbis covenant with 
mankind was to be fulfilled, and see how that 
name was justified by every one of the Asiatic 
races which descended from bim. Not witb
out meaning was tbe !ove of Israel to bis 
chosen son expressed by the coat "of many 
colours"; not without deep sense of tbe 
sacredness of that symbol of purity, did tbe 
lost daughter of David tear it from her breast: 
"Witb such robes were the king's daughters 
that were virgins apparelled" (2 Sam1tel, xiii, 
18). We know it to bave been by Divine 
command that tbe Israelite, rescued from 
servitude, veiled the tabemacle with its rain of 
purple and scarlet, while the under sunshine 
fl.ashed througb tbe fall of the colour from its 
tenons of gold: but was it less by Divine 
guidance that the Mede, as he struggled out 
of anarchy, encompassed bis king with the 
sevenfold burning of tbe battlements of Ecbat
ana? - of which one circle was golden like 
the sun, and another sil ver like tbe moon; 
and then carne tbe great sacred chord of 
colour, blue, P.urple, and scarlet¡ and then a 
circle white hke the day, and another dark, 
like night ¡ so that the city rose like a great 
mural rainbow, a sign of peace amidst the 
contending of lawless races, and guarded, with 
colour and shadow, that seemed to symbolise 
the great order which rules over Day, and 
Night, and Time, the first organisation of the 
might' statutes - the law of the Medes and 
Pcrsians, that altereth not. 
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§ XXXIV. Let us not dream that it is ow
ing to the accidents of tradition or educa
tion that those races possess the supremacy 
over colour which has always been folt, though 
but lately acknowledged among men. How
ever their dominion might be broken, their 
virtue extinguished, or their religion defiled, 
they retained alike the instinct and the power; 
thc instinct which made even their idolatry 
more glorious than that of others, bursting 
forth in fire-worship from pyramid, cave, and 
mountain, taking the stars for the rulers of its 
fortune, and the sun for the God of its life; 
the power which so dazzlcd and subdued the 
rough crusader into forgetfulness of sorrow and 
of shame, that Europe put on the splendour 
which she had learnt of the Saracen, as her 
sackcloth of mourning for what she suffered 
from his sword - the power which she con
fesses to this day, in the utmost thoughtless
ness of her pride, or her beauty, as it treads 
the costly carpet, or veils itself with the varie
gated Cachemire; and in the emulation of the 
concourse of her workmen, who but a few 
months back, perceived, or at least admitted, 
for the first time, the preeminence which has 
been determined from the birth of mankind, 
and on whose charter Nature herself has set 
a mysterious seal, granting to the Western 
races, descended from that son of Noah whose 
name was Extension, the treasures of the 
sullen rock, and stubborn ore, and gnarled 
forest, which were to accomplish their. destiny 
across ali distance of earth and depth of sea, 
while she matured the jewel in the sand, and 
rounded the pearl in the shell, to adorn the 
diadem of him whose name was Splendour. 

§ XXXV. And observe, farther, how in the 
Oriental mind a peculiar seriousness is asso
ciated with this attribute of the love of colour; 
a seriousness rising out of repose, and out of 
the depth and breadth of the imagination, as 
contrasted with the activity, and consequent 
capability oí surprise, and of laughter, char
acteristic of the Western mind: as a man on 
a journey must look to his steps always, and 
view things narrowly and quickly; while one 
at rest may command a wider view, though 
an unchanging one, from which the pleasure 
he receives must be one of contemplation, 
rather than of amusemenl or surprise. Wher
ever the pure Oriental spirit manifests itself 
definitely, I believe its work is serious; and 
the meeting of the influences of the Eastern 
and Western races is perhaps markcd in 
Europe more by the dying away of the gro-

tesque laughtet of the Goth than by any other 
sign. I have more to say on this head in 
other places of this volume; but the point 1 
wish at present to impress upon the reader is, 
that the bright bues of the early architecture 
of Venice were no sign of gaiety of heart, and 
that the investiture with the mantle of many 
colours by which she is known above ali other 
cities of Italy and of Europe, was notgranted 
to her in the fever of her festivity, but in the 
solemnity of her early and earnest religion. 
She became in after times the revel of the 
earth, the masque of Italy; and tlterejore is 
she now desolate: but her glorious robe of 
gold and purple was given her when she rose 
a vestal from the sea, not when she became 
drunk with the wine of her fornication. 

§ XXXVI. And we have never yet looked 
with enough reverence upon the separate gift 
which was thus bestowed upon her; we have 
never enough considered what an inberitance 
she has left us, in the works of those mighty 
painters who were the chief of her children. 
That inheritance is indeed less than it ought 
to have been, and other than it ougbt to have 
been; but before Titian and Tintoret arose -
the men in whom her work and her glory 
should have been together consummated -
she had already ceased to lead her sons in the 
way of truth and tifo, and they erred much, 
and foil short of that which was appointed for 
them. There is no subject of thought more 
melancholy, more wonderful, than the way in 
which God permits so often His best gifts to 
be trodden under foot of men, His richest 
treasures to be wasted by the moth, and the 
mightiest influences of His Spirit, given but once 
in the world's history, to be quenched and 
shortened by miseries of chance and guilt. I 
do not wonder at what men Suffer, but I won
der often at what they Lose. We may see 
how good rises out of pain and evil; but the 
dead, naked, eyeless loss, what good comes of 
that? The fruit struck to the earth before its 
ripeness; the glowing life and goodly purpose 
dissolved away in sudden death; the words, 
half-spoken, choked upon the lips with clay 
forever; or, stranger than ali, the whole 
majesty of humanity to its fulness, and every 
gift and power necessary for a given purpose, 
at a given moment, centred in one main, and 
ali this perfected blessing permitted to be 
refused, perverted, crushed, cast aside by 
those who need it most - the city which is 
Not set on a hill, the candle that giveth light 
to None that are in the house - tbese are tbe 
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heaviest mysteries of this slrange world, and, 
it seems to me, those which mark its curse 
the most. And it is true that the power with 
which tbis Venice had been entrusted, was per
verted, when at its highest, in a thousand 
miserable ways: still, it was possessed by her 
alone · to her all hearts have turned which 
coultl'be moved by its manifestation, and none 
without being made stronger and nobler by 
wbat her hand had wrought. That mighty 
Landscape, of dark mountains that guard the 
horizon witb tbeir purple towers, and solemn 
forests that gatber their weight of leaves, 
bronz;d with sunshine, not with age, into those 
gloomy masses fixed in heaven, which storm 
and frost have power no more to shake, or 
shed - tbat mighty Humanity, so perfect and 
so proud, that hides no weakness beneath the 
mantle, and gains no greatness from the 
diadem · tbe majesty of tboughtful form, on 
which the dust of gold and flame of jewels 
are dashed as the sea-spray upon the rock, 
and still tbe great Manhood seems to ~tand 
bare against the blue sky - that m1ghty 
Mythology, which fills the ?aily walks of men 
with spiritual companionsh1r and ~holds ~e 
protecting angels break w1tb_ tbe1r burnmg 
presence tbrough the arrow-fhghts of ba~tle: 
measure the compass of that field of creatt~n, 
weigh the value of tbe inheritance that Vemce 
thus left to the nations of Europe, and then 
judge if so vast, so benefice~t a .~wei: could 
indeed have been rooted m d1ss1patlon or 
decay. It was when she wore the ephod of 
the priest, not the motley of tbe masquer, that 
the fue foil upon her from heaven¡ and she 
saw tbe first rays of it through the rain of her 
own tears when as tbe barbarie deluge ebbed 
from the bilis of Ítaly, tbe circuit of her palaces, 
and tbe orb oí her fortunes, rose together, like 
the Iris, painted upon the Cloud. 

F~o1i THE CROWN OF WILD OLIVE 

PREFACE 

Twenty years ago, there was no lovelier 
piece of lowland scenery in South England, ~or 
any more pathetic in the world, by its express1on 
of sweet human character and life, than that 
immediately bordering on the sources of the 
Wandle and including the lower moors of 
Addington, and the villages of Beddington and 
Carshalton with ali their pools and streams. 
No clearer' or diviner waters ever sang with 
constant lips of the hand which "giveth rain 

from heaven" ¡ no pastures ever lightened 
in spring time with more passionate blossoming ¡ 
no sweeter homes ever hallowed tbe heart of the 
passer-by with their pride of peaceful gladness 
- fain-hidden-yet full-confessed. The place 
remains, or, until a few months ago, remained, 
nearly unchanged in its larger features¡ but, 
with deliberate mind I say, that I have never 
seen anything so ghastly in its inner tragic 
meaning, - not in Pisan Maremma, - not by 
Campagna tomb, - not by the sand-isles of 
the Torcellan shore, - as the slow stealing of 
aspects of reckless, indolent, animal neglect, over 
tbe delicate sweetness of that English scene: nor 
is any blasphemy or impiety - any frantic 
saying or godless tbought - more appalling lo 
me, using the best power of judgment I _have to 
discern its sense and scope, than the msolent 
defilings of tbose springs by the human herds 
tbat drink of them. J ust where the welling 
of stainless water, trembling and pure, like a 
body of light, enters tbe pool of Carshalton, 
cutting itself a radiant channel down to the 
grave(, tbrough warp of feathery weeds, ali 
waving, which it traverses with its deep threads 
of cleamess, like tbe chalcedony in moss-agate, 
starred here and tbere witb white grenouillette; 
jusi in the very rush and munnur of the first 
spreading currents, the human wretches of the 
place cast their street and house foulness; 
heaps of dust and slime, and broken shreds of 
old metal, and rags of putrid <;lothes; they 
having neither energy to cart 1t away, nor 
decency enougb to dig it into the ground, thus 
shed into the stream, to diffuse what venom of 
it will float and melt, far away, in ali places 
where God meant those waters to bring joy 
and health. And, in a little pool, behind sorne 
houses farther in the village, where another 
spring rises, the shattered stones of the well, 
and oí the little fretted cbannel which was long 
ago built and traced for it by gentler hands, 
líe scattered each from eacb, under a ragged 
bank of mortar, and scoria; and bricklayers' 
refuse on one side, which tbe clean water 
nevertheless chastises to purity ¡ but it cannot 
conquer the d~d earth beyon~; and there, 
circled and coiled under festenng scum, the 
stagnant edge of the pool effaces itself into a 
slope of black slime, the accumulation of 
indolent years. Halí-a-dozen men, with one 
day's work, could cle~nse those pools, and trim 
the flowers about the1r banks, and make every 
breath of summer air above tbem rich with cool 
balm; and every glittering wave medicinal, as 
if it ran, troubled of angels, from tbe porch of 
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Bethesda. But that day's work is never given, 
nor will be; nor will any joy be possible to 
heart of man, for evermore, about those wells 
of English waters. 

When I last left them, I walked up slowly 
through the back streets of Croydon, from the 
old church to the hospital; and, just on the 
left, before coming up to the crossing of the 
High Street, there was a new public-house 
built. And the front of it was built in so wise 
manner, that a recess of two feet was left be
low its front windows, between them and the 
street-pavement- a recess too narrow for any 
possible use (for even if it had been occupied 
by a seat, as in old time it might have been, 
everybody walking along the street would have 
fallen over the legs of the reposing wayfarers). 
But, by way of making this two feet depth of 
freehold land more expressive of the dignity 
of an establishment for the sale of spirituous 
liquors, it was fenced from the pavement by an 
imposing iron railing, having four or five spear
beads to the yard of it, and six feet high; con
taining as much iron and iron-work, indeed, as 
could well be put into the space; and by this 
stately arrangement, the little piece of dead 
ground within, between wall and street, became 
a protective receptacle of refuse; cigar ends, 
and oyster shells, and the like, such asan open
handed English street-populace, habitually 
scatters from its presence, and was thus left, 
unsweepable by any ordinary methods. Now 
the iron bars which, uselessly (or in great 
degree worse than uselessly), enclosed this bit 
of ground, and made it pestilent, represented 
a quantity of work which wouJd have cleansed 
the Carshalton pools three times over; - of 
work partly cramped and deadly, in the mine; 
partly fierce and exhaustive, at the furnace, 
partly foolish and sedentary, of ill-taught stu
dents making bad designs: work from the 
beginning to the last fruits of it, and in ali the 
branches of it, venomous, deathful, and miser
able. Now, how did it come to pass that this 
work was done instead of the olher; that the 
strength and life of the English operative were 
spent in defiling ground, instead of redeeming 
it; and in producing an cntirely (in that place) 
valueless piece of metal, which can neither be 
eaten nor breathed, instead of medicinal fresh 
air, and pure water? 

There is but one reason for it, and at pres
ent a conclusive one, - that the capitalist can 
charge percentage on the work in the one case, 
and cannot in the other. If, having certain 
funds for supporting labour at my disposal, I 

pay men merely to keep my ground in order, 
my money is, in that function, spent once for 
ali; but if I pay them to dig iron out of my 
ground, and work it, and sell it, I can charge 
rent for the ground, and percentage both on the 
manufacture and the sale, and make my capital 
profitable in these three by-ways. The greater 
part of the profitable investment of capital, in 
the present day, is in operations of this kind, in 
which the public is persuaded to huy something 
of no use to it, on production, or sale, of which, 
the capitalist may charge percentage; the said 
public remaining all the while under the per
suasion that the percentage thus obtained are 
real national gains, whereas, they are merely 
filchings out of partially light pockets, to $Well 
heavy ones. 

Thus, the Croydon publican buys the iron 
railing, to make himself more conspicuous to 
drunkards. The public-housekeeper on the 
other side of the way presently buys anot!Jer 
railing, to out-rail him with. Both are, as to 
their relative attractiveness to customers of 
taste, just where they were before; but they 
have lost the price oí the railings; which they 
must either themselves finally lose, or make their 
aforesaid customers of taste pay, by raising 
the price (of their beer, or adulterating it. 
Either the publicans, or their customers, are 
thus poorer by precisely what the capitalist 
has gained; and the value of the work itself, 
mean time, has been lost, to the nation; the 
iron bars in that fono and place being wholly 
useless. It is this mode of taxation of the poor 
by the rich which is referred to in the text, in 
comparing the modero acquisitive power of 
capital with that of the lance and sword; the 
only difference being that the levy of black
mail in old times was by force, and is now by 
cozening. The old rider and reiver frankly 
quartered himself on the publican for the night, 
the modero one merely makes bis lance into an 
iron spike, and persuades his host to huy it. 
One comes as an open robber, the other as a 
cheating peddJer; but the result, to the injured 
person's pocket, is absolutely the same. Of 
course many useful industries mingle with, and 
disguise the useless ones; and in the ha bits 
of energy aroused by the struggle, there is a cer
tain direct good. It is far better to spend four 
thousand pounds in making a good gun, and 
then to blow it to pieces, than to pass life in 
idleness. Only do not Jet it be called "political 
economy." There is also a confused notion in 
the minds of many persons, that the gathering 
of the property of the poor into the hands 
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of the rich does no ultimate harm; since, in 
whosesoever hands it may be, it must be spent 
at last, and thus, they think, return to the poor 
again. This fallacy has been again and again 
exposed; but grant the plea true, and the same 
apology may, of course, be made for black
mail, or any other form of robbery. It might 
be (though practically it never is) as advanta
geous for the nation that the robber should have 
the spending of the money he extorts, as that 
the person robbed should have spent it. But 
this is no excuse for the theft. If I were to put 
a turnpike on the road where it passes my own 
gate, and endea vour to exact a shilling from every 
passenger, the public would soon do away with 
my gate, without listening to any plea on my 
part that "it was as advantageous to them, in 
the end, that I should spend their shillings, as 
that they themselves should." But if, instead 
of outfacing them with a turnpike, I can only 
persuade them to come in and huy stones, or 
old iron, or any other useless thing, out of my 
ground, I may rob them to the same extent, and 
be, moreover, thanked as a public benefactor, 
and promoter of commercial prosperity. And 
this main question for the poor of England -
for the poor of all countries - is wholly omitted 
in every common treatise on the subject of 
wealth. Even by the labourers themselves, 
the operation of capital is regarded only in its 
effect on their immediate interests; never in 
the far more terrific power of its appointment 
of the kind and the object of labour. It matters 
little, ultimately, how much a labourer is paid 
for making anything; but it matters fearfully 
what the thing is, which he is compelled to 
make. If his labour is so ordered as to produce 
food, and fresh air, and fresh water, no matter 
that bis wages are low; - the food and fresh 
air and water will be at last there; and he will 
at last get them. But if he is paid to destroy 
food and fresh air, or to produce iron bars 
instead of them, - the food and air will finally 
not be there, and he will not get them, to bis 
great and final inconvenience. So that, con
clusively, in political as in household economy 
the great question is, not so much what money 
you have in your pocket, as what you will huy 
with it, and do with it. 

I have been long accustomed, as ali men 
engaged in work of investigation must be, to 
hear my statcments laughed at for years, before 
they are examined or believed; and I am 
generally content to wait the public's time. 
But it.has not been without displeased surprise 
that I have found myself totally unable, as yet, 

by any repetition, or illustration, to force this 
plain thought into my readers' heads, - that 
the wealth of nations, as of men, consists in 
substance, not in ciphers; and that the real 
good of ali work, and of all commerce, depends 
on the final worth of the thing you make, or get 
by it. This is a practica! enough statement, 
one would think: but the English public has 
been so possessed by its modero school of 
economists with the notion that Business is 
always good, whether it be busy in mischief 
or in benefit; and that buying and selling are 
always salutary, whatever the intrinsic worth 
of what you huy or sell, - that it seems im
possible to gain so much as a patient hearing 
for any inquiry respecting the substantial re
sult of our eager modero labours. I have never 
felt more checked by the sense of this impossi
bility than in arranging the heads of the follow
ing three lectures, which, though delivered at 
considerable intervals of time, and in different 
places, were not prepared without reference 
to each other. Their connection would, how
ever, have been made far more distinct, if I had 
not been prevented, by what I feel to be an
other great difliculty in addressing English 
audiences, from enforcing, with any decision, 
the common, and to me, the most important, 
part of their subjects. I chiefiy desired (as 
I have just said) to question my hearers -
operatives, merchants, and soldiers, as to the 
ultimate meaning of the busittess they had in 
hand; and to know from them what they ex
pected or intended their manufacture to come 
to, their selling to come to, and their killing to 
come to. That appeared the first point needing 
determination before I could speak to them with 
any real utility or effect. "You craftsmen -
salesmen-swordsmen,-do but tell me clearly 
what you want; then, if I can say anything to 
help you, I will; and if not, I will account 
to you as I best may for my inability." But 
in order to put this question into any terms, 
one had first of ali to face the difliculty just 
spoken of - to me for the present insuper
able, - the diflicuJty of knowing whether to 
address one's audience as believing, or not 
believing, in any other world than this. For 
if you address any average modero English 
company as believing in an Eternal life, and 
endeavour to draw any conclusions, from this 
assumed belief, as to their present business, 
they will forthwith tell you that what you say is 
very beautiful, but it is not practical. If, on 
the contrary, you frankJy address them as un
believers in Eternal life, and try to draw any 
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consequences from that unbelief, - they im
mediately hold you for an accursed person, 
and shake off the dust from their feet at you. 
And the more I thought over what I had got to 
say, the less I found I could say it, without some 
reference to this intangible or intractable part 
of the subject. It made all the difference, in 
asserting any principie of war, whether one 
assumed that a discharge of artillery would 
merely knead down a certain quantity of red 
clay into a leve! line, as in a brick field; or 
whether, out of every separately Christian
named portion of the ruinous heap, there went 
out, into the smoke and dead-fallen air of 
battle, sorne astonished condition of soul, un
willingly released. It made all the difference, 
in speaking of the possible range of commerce, 
whether one assumed that all bargains related 
only to visible property- or whether property, 
for the present invisible, but nevertheless real, 
was elsewhere purchasable on other terms. 
It made all the difference, in addressing a body 
of men subject to considerable hardship, and 
having to find some way out of it - whether 
one could confidently say to them, "My friends, 
-you have only to die, and ali will be right¡" 
or whether one had any secret misgiving that 
such advice was more blessed to him that gave, 
than to him that took it. And therefore the 
deliberate reader will find, throughout these 
lectures, a hesitation in driving points home, 
and a pausing short of conclusions which he 
will feel I would fain have come to; hesitation 
which arises wholly from this uncertainty of 
my hearers' temper. For I do not now speak, 
nor have I ever spoken, since the time of first 
forward youth, in any proselyting temper, as 
desiring to persuade any one of what, in such 
matters, I thought myself ¡ but, whomsoever 
I venture to address, I take for the time bis 
creed as I find it; and endeavour to push it into 
such vital fruit as it seems capable of. Thus, 
it is a creed with a great part of the existing 
English people, that they are in possession of a 
book which tells them, straight from the lips 
of God, ali they ought to do, and need to know. 
I have read that book, with as much careas most 
of them, for sorne forty years ¡ and am thankful 
that, on those who trust it, I can press its plead
ings. My endeavour has been unifonnly to 
make them trust it more deeply than they do; 
trust it, not in their own favourite verses only, 
but in the sum of ali; trust it not as a fetich or 
talisman, which they are to be saved by daily 
repetitions of¡ but as a Captain's order, to be 
heard and obeyed at their peri!. I was always 

encouraged by supposing my hearers to hold 
such belief. To these, if to any, I once had hope 
of addressing, with acceptance, words which 
insisted on the guilt of pride, and the futility 
of avarice¡ from these, if from any, I once 
expected ratification of a política! economy, 
which asserted that the life was more than the 
meat, and the body than raiment¡ and these, 
it once seemed to me, I might ask, without ac
cusation of fanaticism, not merely in doctrine 
of the lips, but in the bestowal of their heart's 
treasure, to separate themselves from the crowd 
of whom it is written, "After ali these things do 
the Gentiles seek." 

It cannot, however, be assumed, with any 
semblance of reason, that a general audience 
is now wholly, or even in majority, composed of 
these religious persons. A large portion must 
always consist of men who admit no such creed¡ 
or who, at least, are inaccessible to appeals 
founded on it. And as, with the so-called 
Christian, I desired to plead for honest dec
laration and fulfilment of bis belief in life, -
with the so-called infidel, I desired to plead for 
an honest declaration and fulfilment of bis 
belief in death. The dilemma is inevitable. 
Men must either hereafter live, or hereafter die; 
fate may be bravely met, and conduct wisely 
ordered, on either expectation; but never in 
hesitation between ungrasped hope, and un
confronted fear. We usually believe in im
mortality, so far as to avoid preparation for 
death ¡ and in mortality, so far as to avoid 
preparation for anything after death. Whereas, 
a wise man will at least hold himself prepared 
for one or other of two events, of which one or 
other is inevitable; and will have all things 
in arder, for bis sleep, or in readiness, for his 
awakening. 

Nor have we any right to call it an ignoble 
judgment, if he determine to put them in arder, 
as for sleep. A brave belief in life is indeed an 
enviable state of mind, but, as far as I can dis
cern, an unusual one. I know few Christians 
so convinced of the splendour of the rooms in 
their Father's house, as to be happier when their 
friends are called to those mansions, than they 
would have been if the Queen had sent for them 
to live at court: nor has the Church's most 
ardent "desire to depart, and be with Christ," 
ever cured it of the singular habit of putting 
on mourning for every person summoned to 
such departure. On the contrary, a brave 
belief in death has been assuredly held by 
many not ignoble persons, and it is a sign of 
the last depravity in the Church itself, when it 
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assumes that such a belief is inconsistent with 
either purity of character, or energy of hand. 
The shortness of life is not, to any rational 
person, a conclusive reason for was!ing the 
space of it which may be granted h1m; nor 
<loes the anticipation of death to-morrow 
suggest, to any one but a drunkard, the ex
pediency of druo½en~ess to-day. To. teach 
that there is no dev1ce m the grave, may mdeed 
make the deviceless person more contented in 
his dulness; but it will make the deviser only 
more earnest in devising : nor is human con
duct likely, in every case, to be purer, under the 
conviction that ali its evil may in a moment be 
pardoned, and ali its wrong-~oing in a moment 
r~deemed · and that the s1gh of repentance, 
which pu~es the guilt of the past, will waft 
the soul into a felicity which forgets its pain, -
than it may be under the sterner, and to m~y 
not unwise minds, more probable, apprehens1on, 
that "what a man soweth that shall he also 
reap," - or others reap, - when he, t~e living 
seed of pestilence, walketh no more m dark
ness, but lies down therein. 

But to men whose feebleness of sight, or 
bitterness of soul, or the offence given by the 
conduct of those who claim higher hope, may 
have rendered this painful creed the only 
possible one, there is an appeal to be made, 
more secure in its ground than any which can 
be addressed to happier persons. I would 
fain, if I might offencelessly, have spoken !º 
them as if none others heard; and have sa1d 
thus: Hear me, you dying roen, who will soon 
be deaf farever. Far these others, at your 
right hand and your left, who look forward t_o 
a state of infinite existence, in which ali the1r 
errors will be overruled, and ali their faults 
íorgiven; far these, who, stai?ed and blacken~d 
in the battle-smoke of mortality, have but to d1p 
themselves for an instant in the font of death, 
and to rise renewed of plumage, as a dove t~at 
is covered with silver, and her feathers hke 
gold¡ for these, indeed, it may be permissible 
to waste their numbered moments, through 
faith in a future of innumerable hours ¡ to 
these in their weakness, it may be conceded 
that 

1

they should tamper with sin which can 
only bring forth fruit of righteousness, and 
profit by the iniquity which, one day, will be 
remembered no more. In them, it may be no 
sign of hardness of heart to neglect the poor, 
over whom they know their Master is watching; 
and to leave those to perish temporarily, who 
cannot perish etemally. But, for you, there is 
no such hope, and therefare no such excuse. 

This fate, which you ordain for the wretched, 
you believe to be ali their inheritance¡ you 
may crush them, befare the mot_h, and they ~ill 
never rise to rebuke you; - the1r breath, which 
fails for lack of food, once expiring, will never 
be recalled to whisper against you a word of 
accusing; - they and you, as you think, shall 
lie down together in the dust, and the worms 
cover you; - and for them there shalt be no 
consolation, and on you no vengeance, - only 
the question murmured above your grave: 
"Who shall repay him what he hath done?" 
Is it therefore easier for you in your heart to 
inflict the sorrow for which there is no remedy? 
Will you take, wantonly, this little ali . of ~is 
life from your poor brother, and make hlS bnef 
hours long to him with pain? Will you be 
readier to the injustice which can never be re
dressed · and niggardly of merey which you 
can bestow but once, and which, refusing, you 
refuse forever? I think better of you, even of 
the most selfish, than that you would do this, 
well understood. And for yourselves, it seems 
to me, the question becomes not less grave, 
in these curt limits. If your life were but a 
fever fit - the madness of a night, whose 
follies w~re ali to be forgotten in the dawn, it 
might matter little how you fretted away the 
sickly hours, - what toys you snatched at, or !et 
fall, ·-what visions you fallowed wistfully w1th 
the deceived eyes of sleepless phrenzy. Is the 
earth only an hospital? Play, if you care to 
play, on the floor of the hospital dens. Knit 
its straw into what crowns please you; gather 
the dust of it for treasure, and die rich in that, 
clutching at the black motes in the air with y~ur 
dying hands; - and yet, it may be well w1th 
you. But if this life be no dream, and the wo!ld 
no hospital; if ali the peace and power and Joy 
you can ever win, must be won now; and ~11 
fruit of victory gathered here, or never; - w1ll 
you still, throughout th~ puny totality of ~our 
life, weary yourselves in the _fire far vamty_? 
If there is no rest which remamcth far you, IS 

there none you might presently take? was this 
grass of the earth made green far your shroud 
only, not for your bed? and can Y?U never 
lie down upv11 it, and but only under 1t? The 
heathen to whose creed you have returned, 
thought

1 

not so. They knew that life brought 
its contest but they expected from it also the 
crown of aÍI con test: No proud one I no jewelled 
circlet flaming through Heaven above the height 
of the unmeritcd throne¡ only sorne few leaves 
of wild olive, cool to the tired brow, through a 
few years of peace. lt should have been of 
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gold, they thought; but Ju pi ter was poor; this 
was the best the god could give them. Seeking 
a greater than this, they had known ita mockery. 
Not in war, not in wealth, not in tyranny, was 
there any happiness to be found for them -
only in kindly peace, fruitful and free. The 
wreath was to be of wüd olive, mark you: -
the tree that grows carelessly; tufting the rocks 
with no vivid bloom, no verdure of branch; 
only with soít snow of blossom, and scarcely 
fulfilled fruit, mixed with gray leaí and thom
set stem; no fastening of diadem for you but 
with such sharp embroidery ! But this, such 
as it is, you may win while yet you live; type 
of gray honour and sweet rest. Free-hearted
ness, and graciousness, and undisturbed trust, 
and requited love, and the sight of the peace of 
others, and the ministry to their pain; - these, 
and the blue sky above you, and the sweet 
waters and flowers of the earth beneath; and 
mysteries and presences, innumerable, of living 
things, - these may yet be here your riches; 
untormenting and divine; serviceable for the 
life that now is; nor, it may be, without prom
ise of that which is to come. 

MATTHEW ARNOLD (1822-1888) 

FROH CULTURE AND ANARCHY 

SWEETNESS AND LIGHT 

The disparagers of culture make its motive 
curiosity; sometimes, indeed, they make its 
motive mere exclusiveness and vanity. The 
culture which is supposed to plume itself on a 
smattering of Greek and Latin is a culture which 
is begotten by nothing so intellectual as cu
riosity; it is valued either out oí sheer vanity 
and ignorance or else as an engine of social 
and class distinction, separating its holder, like 
a badge or title, from other people who have 
not got it. No serious man would call this 
culture, or attach any value to it, as culture, at 
ali. To find the real ground for the very 
different estimate which serious people will 
set upon culture, we must find sorne motive for 
culture in the terrns oí which may lie a real 
ambiguity; and such a motive the word c11ri
osity gives us. 

I have before now pointed out that we Eng
lish do not, like the foreigners, use this word 
in a good sense as well as in a bad sense. With 
us the word is always used in a somewhat dis
approving sense. A liberal and intelligent 
eagerness about the things of the mind may be 

meant by a foreigner when he speaks of cu, 
riosity, but with us the word always conveys 
a certain notion of frivolous and unedifying 
activity. In the Quarterly Review, sorne little 
time ago, was an estímate of the celebrated 
French critic, M. Sainte-Beuve, and a very 
inadequate estímate it in my judgment was. 
And its inadeqocy consisted chiefly in this: 
that in our English way it left out of sight 
the double sense really involved in the word 
curiosity, thinking enough was said to stamp 
M. Sainte-Beuve with blame if it was said that 
he was impelled in his operations as a critic 
by, curiosity, and omitting either to perceive 
that M. Saiote-Beuve himself, and many other 
people with him, would consider that this was 
praiseworthy and not blameworthy, or to point 
out why it ought really to be accounted worthy 
of blame and not of praise. For as there is a 
curiosity about intellectual matters which is fu
tile, and merely a disease, so there is certainly 
a curiosity, - a desire after the things of the 
mind simply for their own sakes and for the 
pleasure of seeing them as they are, - which is, 
in an intelligent being, natural and laudable. 
Nay, and the very desire to see things as they 
are implies a balance and regulation of mind 
which is not often attained without fruitful 
effort, and which is the very opposite of the 
blind and diseased impulse of mind which 
is what we mean to blame when we blame cu
riosity. Montesquieu says: "The first motive 
which ought to impel us to study is the desire to 
augment the excellence of our nature, and to 
render an intelligent being yet more intelli
gent." This is the true ground to assign for 
the genuine scientific passion, however mani
fested, and for culture, viewed simply as a 
fruit of this passion; and it is a worthy ground, 
even though we let the term wriosity stand to 
describe it. 

But there is of culture another view, in which 
not solely the scientific passion, the sheer 
desire to see things as they are, natural and 
proper in an intelligent being, appears as the 
ground of it. There is a view in which ali the 
love of our neighbour, the impulses toward 
action, help, and beneficence, the desire for 
removing human error, clearing human con
fusion, and diminishing human misery, the 
noble aspiration to leave the world better and 
happier than we found it, - motives eminently 
such as are called social, - come in as part 
of the grounds of culture, and the main and 
preeminent part. Culture is then properly de
scribed not as baving its origin in curiosity

1 
but 
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as having its origin in the love of perfection; it 
is a study of perjection. It moves by the force, 
not merely or primarily of the scientific passion 
for pure knowledge, but also of the moral and 
social passion for doing good. As, in thc first 
view of it, we took for its worthy motto Mon
tesquieu's words: "To render an intelligent 
being yet more intelligent ! " so, in the second 
view of it, there is no belter motto which it can 
have than these words oí Bishop Wilson: "To 
make reason and the will of God prevail ! '1 

Only, whereas the passion for doing good is 
apt to be overhasty in determining what reason 
and the will of God say, because its turn is for 
acting -rather than thinking and it wants to be 
beginning to act; and whereas it is apt to take 
its own conceptions, which proceed from its 
own state oí development and share in ali the 
imperfections and immaturities of this, for a 
basis of action; what distinguishes culture is, 
that it is possessed by the scientific passion as well 
as by the passion of doing good; that it demands 
worthy notions of reason and the will of God, 
and does not readily suffer its own crude 
conceptions to substitute themselves for tbem. 
And knowing that no action or institution can 
be salutary and stable which is not based on 
reason and the will of God, it is not so bent on 
acting and instituting, even with the great airo 
of diminishing human error and misery ever 
beforeits thoughts, but that it can remember tbat 
acting and instituting are of little use, unless we 
know how and what we ougbt to act and to 
institute. 

This culture is more interesting and more 
far-reaching than that other, which is founded 
solely on the scientific passion for knowing. 
But it needs times of faith and ardour, times 
when the intellectual horizon is opening and 
widening ali round us, to flourish in. And is 
not the close and bounded intellectual horizon 
within which we have long lived and moved 
now lifting up, and are not new lights finding 
free passage to shine in upon us? For a long 
time there was no passage for them to make 
their way in upon us, and then it was of no use 
to think of adapting the world's action to them. 
Where was the hope of making reason and the 
will of God prevail among people who had a 
routine which they had christened reason and 
the wjll of God, in which they werc inextricably 
bound, and beyond which they had no powcr 
of looking? But now the iron force of adhesion 
to the old routine, - social, political, religious 
- has wonderfully yiclded; thc iron force of 
exclusion of ali which is new has wonderfully 

yielded. The danger now is, not that pecple 
should obstinately refuse to allow anything but 
their old routine to pass for reason and the will 
of God, but either that thcy should allow sorne 
novelty or other to pass for these too easily, or 
else that they should underrate the importance 
of them altogether, and think it enough to follow 
action for its own sake, without troubling them
sclves to make reason and the will of God pre
vail therein. Now, then, is the moment for 
culture to be of service, culture which believes 
in making reason and the will of God prevail, 
believes in perfection, is the study and pursuit 
of perfection, and is no longer debarred, by a 
rigid invincible exclusion of whatever is new, 
from getting acceptance for its ideas, simply 
because they are new. 

The moment this view of culture is seizcd, 
the moment it is regarded not solely as the 
endeavour to see things as they are, to draw 
towards a knowledge of the universal order 
which secms to be intended and aimed at in 
the world, and which it is a man's happiness 
to go along with or bis misery to go counter to, 
- to learn, in short, the will of God, - the 
moment, I say, culture is considered not 
merely as the endeavour to see and leam this, 
but as the endeavour, also, to make it prevaü, 
the moral, social, and beneficent character of 
culture becomes manifest. The mere endeav
our to see and leam the truth for our own 
personal satisfaction is indeed a commence 
ment for making it prevail, a preparing the 
way for this, which always serves this, and is 
wrongly, therefore, stamped with blame ab• 
solutely in itself and not only in its caricature 
and degeneration. But perhaps it has got 
stamped ,vith blame, and disparaged with the 
dubious title of curiosity, because in comparison 
with this wider endeavour of such great and 
plain utility it looks sclfish, petty, and unprofit 
able. 

And religion, the greatest and most important 
of the eíforts by which the human race has 
manifested its impulse to perfect itself, - re
ligion, that voice of the deepest human ex
perience, - does not only enjoin and sanction 
the aim which is the great aim of culture, the 
aim of setting ourselves to ascertain what per
fection is and to make it prevail; but also, in 
determining gcnerally in what human per
fection consists, rcligion comes to a conclusion 
identical with that which culture, - culture 
seeking the determination of this question 
through all the voices of human experience 
which have been heard upon it, of art, science, 


